supersoldier
emergently intelligent being

fictional character come to life

drug enhanced supersoldier

intelligent animal
microscopic sentient life form

microscopic being

size distinguished being

subatomic bacteria

Lilliputian being
giant person
elemental being

personification of a concept

genetically engineered soldier

death incarnate

genie in a lamp

wish-granting being

warlock

legendary magic wielder

evil doll

fairies

legendary being

European dragon

Santa Claus

angel

cyclops

demon

elf

ghost ship

wicked witch

brain memory virus

bio-mimicking life form

golem

gremlin

leprechaun

merpeople

mythological dwarf

the Tooth Fairy

genetically engineered person

anthropomorphic object come to life

centaur

inanimate object come to life
sentient nanomachines

shapeshifter

speculative being

artificial being

brain augmented soldier

the Devil

shape distinguished being

ball-shaped being

blobform

speculative human

disembodied head

cyborg

brain-shaped being

incorporeal being

incorporeal spirit

doppelgänger

neural parasite

undead being

living corpse

personal haunting

ghost

undead mummy

undead skeleton

zombie

vampire

monster

giant monster

transcendental being

shadow monster

werewolf

invisible parasites

supreme judge being

life force draining being
rock being

silicon-based being

parasitic being

crystalline being

electromagnetic being

inorganic being

human-bug hybrid

fire-based being

gaseous being

human-plant hybrid

human-animal hybrid

hybrid being

human-canine hybrid
canine-like being

human-fish hybrid
fish-like being

amphibian-like being

animal and plant patterned being

ape-like being

avian being

microbe-like being

chameleon-like being

mushroom-like being

biologically distinguished being

bilaterally colored being

insectoid being

slug-like being

jellyfish-like being

living planet

worm-like being

being that feeds on electricity

being that feeds on radiation

biologically symbiotic beings

virtual lover

human-reptile hybrid

human-alien hybrid

being that feeds on the mind

humanoid mutant

living space cloud

artificial autonomous sentient coworker

reptilian being

inhospitable environment dwelling being
being composed of autonomous parts

felinoid being

virtual person

sexually distinguished being

assimilating beings

crustacean-like being

plant-like being

thermophilic being
gender neutral being
binary thinking being

mentally distinguished being

collectively intelligent beings

lethal mating practice being

dream walking being

multi-gendered being

emotionless emotion craving being

telepathic being

empathic being

pure evil being

ultra-rational being
black hole dwelling being
primitive-minded spacefaring alien
spacefaring plants

spaceborne being

extraterrestrial being

Jovian extraterrestrial

Martian extraterrestrial

Venusian extraterrestrial

locationally distinguished being

four-dimensional being

two-dimensional being

alien overseers

Moon people

covert alien observers

galactic master race

Neptunian extraterrestrial

Saturnian extraterrestrial

Uranian extraterrestrial

extinct interstellar civilization

extra-dimensional being

extraterrestrial civilization

gas giant dwelling being

subterranean being

mysterious maker alien race

mole people
mecha robot

speculative nanotechnology
gravity manipulating technology

anti-gravity technology

robot helper

artificial gravity technology

android

speculative robot

sex-droid

mechanical insect
mechanical man

artificial intelligence

AI assistant

AI companion

robot prizefighter

AI safeguards

digital clone of a person

sentient space probe

sentient machine

sentient computer

autonomous weapons system
sentient bomb

speculative weapon

death ray

immobilization web

kill button

killer microdrone

body implant
accelerated growth rate therapy

human enhancement technology

appearance altering technology

personal flying contraption

rejuvenation technology

paralysis device

smart ammunition

sonic gun

surface-to-air missile

implanted weapon

artificial body part

brain disembodiment technology

remote controlled person

external immune system

super growth therapy

self-replicating nanomachines

super strength formula

species uplifting

species transmutation
body part transplant

brain transplant

cure for an as yet uncurable disease

eye transplant

cure for Alzheimer's disease

fetal transplant

cure for baldness

life extension technology

hand transplant

cure for blindness

anti-aging technology

head transplant

cure for cancer

heart transplant

cure for the common cold

revival long after death

smart tools

autonomous weapon systems in society

duplicate of a person

android clone of a person

brain-computer interface
mind transfer technology
handheld multifunction super gun
Bigfoot
dream world generating technology

mind altering technology

Loch Ness Monster

intelligence augmentation technology

mind reading technology

Yeti

mass mind control

mind control technology

mind-computer merging

brain stimulating implant

brain implant

mind linking technology

truth inducing technology

cranial aggression implant

plug-in learning device

memory erasure
mind uploading
memory implantation technology

matter manipulating technology

food synthesizer

give-you-anything scanner

matter duplicator

matter replicator

matter transmuter

miniaturization technology

cold fusion

fusion power

speculative energy generation technology

antimatter power

spacetime manipulating technology

cryogenic technology

geothermal energy from Earth's interior

device bigger inside than outside

human battery

perpetual energy machine

space folding travel technology

intangibility device

time freezing device

virtual reality suit

speculative virtual reality

digital afterlife

speculative virtual reality headset

virtual reality room

virtual reality sex

sonic razor

super spy pen

the Devil is an alien

speculative environmental suit

speculative full body outfit

powered exoskeleton

jet pack

speculative diving suit

speculative spacesuit

secret toenail compartment

stasis box

vision beyond the visible spectrum glasses

speculative glasses

stasis technology

speculative technology

suspended animation

pain belt

food pill

pain implant

synthetic food

self-replicating machine

pain collar
pain seat

magnetic boots
sun gun

speculative handheld device

ankle bracelet

speculative wearable device

speculative device
mindwipe punishment

speculative torture device
artificial life

astronomical impact avoidance

augmented reality

computer simulated war

hologram

perfect prediction of future events

camera doorbell

once speculative device

dictation machine

flat-panel display

flying drone

lie detector

searchable electronic database

videophone

sound masking device

flying ship

voice identification device

sentient spaceship

speculative airship

speculative vehicle

Bussard ramjet

speculative spaceship

automatic surgery machine
memory recorder

dream materializer

monitoring implant

sonar-based artificial vision

dream recorder

people tubes

space gun

electromagnetic catapult

planet killing weapon

tractor beam

force field generator

radiation neutralizer

underwater breathing gill

rapid healing device

universal translation device

flying car

recording implant

hoverboard

mind-controlled vehicle

mobile life support device

faster than light travel

multistage rocket

matchmaking technology
self-driving car

speculative airliner

flying saucer

intangible spaceship

nuclear powered spaceship

speculative submarine

voice duplicator
artificial womb

disintegration chamber

sonic shower

world ship

speculative genetic engineering
DNA encoded message

personal invisibility cloak

planetary-scale engineering

multi-generational spaceship

unmanned spacecraft

biological spaceship

suicide booth

speculative biotechnology
invisibility technology

modular spaceship

speculative interstellar probe

invisible spaceship

subterrene

pod or booth-like device

ion drive spaceship

solar sail spaceship

biological computer

biological machinery

speculative genetically modified crops

bringing back extinct species

human cloning

bioengineered human pathogen

planetary invisibility cloak

speculative engineering
engineered space structure
asteroid mining

astronomical-scale engineering
Atlantis

Bermuda Triangle

aliens eating people

crackpot theory

ancient puzzle

Counter-Earth

Hollow Earth

aliens inspiring great people

conspiracy theory

flying saucer theory of UFOs

crackpot aging theory

intelligent dinosaurs

secret society conspiracy theory

Phaeton hypothesis

alien abduction

aliens meddling in ancient history
crackpot theory of cattle mutilation

lost continent of Mu

alien experiment
déjà vu

speculation that the Devil is not so bad after all

mystical aura

speculative hypnosis

spontaneous human combustion

manipulation of evolution on a planet

planetary weather control system

planetary-scale machine
sub-planetary-scale engineering

ancient alien archive

extrasensory perception

men in black conspiracy theory

changing the orbit of a planet around its star

alien impregnation of human females

aliens talking to us in our dreams

speculative terraforming

speculative geoengineering

cryptid

fake aphrodisiacs

living dinosaur

psychic detective

speculative subliminal stimuli

alien origin of an aspect of human civilization

alien origin of a superstition

impostor living secretly among us

alien origin of a technology

alien living secretly among us

space dock

space station

alien origin of religious claims

immortal living secretly among us

people meddling in history

space elevator

implanted memory punishment

the mythological figure was really an alien

the historical figure was really an alien

mining a planet from orbit

engineered trans-orbital structure

alien origin of the human race

suspended animation punishment

machine living secretly among us

space mirror

space telescope

aliens meddling in history

world eating machine
orbital weapons

engineered orbital structure

time traveler living secretly among us

Dyson sphere

stellar engineering

time traveler meddling in history

stellar rejuvenation

interstellar communication network

speculative punishment

time machine

the genius was really a time traveler

space portal

teleportation device

time travel
time portal

speculative fiction theme

speculative travel

character transported into imaginary world

journey into the underworld

perilous voyage at sea

travel inside a human body

local weather control system

time traveler's dilemma

undersea tunnel

travel into the Earth

voyage under the sea

the god is an alien

grandfather paradox

space travel

intergalactic space travel

interplanetary space travel

interstellar space travel

orbital spaceflight

aging punishment

sub-orbital spaceflight

prisoners being exploited for entertainment

time rewind ability

speculative ability related to own mind

dream walking

speculative ability related to physical things

ability to make things disappear

memories from past lives

photographic memory ability

remote projection of self

clairvoyance

speculative ability

magic powers

precognition

electricity manipulation ability

supernatural ability

pyrokinetic ability

prophetic ability

mind attack ability

telekinetic ability
time slow down ability

retrocognition

telekinetic machine manipulation ability

traversable wormhole

speculative ability related to reality at large

remote viewing

thought materialization ability

mind control ability
mind reading ability

telepathic ability

unbounded thought powers

ability to communicate with animals

mind to mind interaction ability

ability to communicate with plants

speculative ability related to another being
speculative communication

remote harming ability

speculative remote living body manipulation

healing ability

speculative personal locomotion

speculative ability related to own body

aquatic ability

directed energy shooting ability

intangibility ability

speculative personal body manipulation

flying ability

invisibility ability

deadly touch ability

teleportation ability

self-healing ability

shapeshifting
ability to see through solid objects

speculatively magnified ordinary personal ability

speculative personal resilience

imperviousness to physical damage

super hearing

super intelligence

super reflexes

super speed

super strength

unkillable attribute

immortality
artificial planet

what if I were not subject to the normal process of aging

rapid aging process

what if I aged backwards

what if I became extremely lucky

what if I could be young again

what if I had a second childhood

what if I could trade in a family member for someone else

what if I had a near-death experience

what if I heard all the thoughts around me

what if I suddenly got an extraordinary ability
what if I were a ghost

what if I was brought back to life long after my death

what if I could do anything I wanted without repercussions

what if I had a life-changing stroke of good fortune

what if my life were different

hollowed out asteroid habitat

what if I suddenly got some free money

what if I were a god

what if I had a second chance at life

what if I repeated a portion of my life over again
what if I was really beautiful

what if I were a sovereign ruler

what if I was super rich

what if my life was secretly stage managed

artificial island
what if I lived an alternate life

what if I were in a coma-like state

what if I had an evil hand
what if I became a simulation

what if my personal identity came into question

what if I discovered that I was a facsimile of someone else

what if I found out I was a simulation

what if I had amnesia

what if I found out I was a different person than I thought I was

what if I had multiple personalities

what if I was combined with another person

what if I found myself in the body of another person

what if someone around me changed
body swap

speculative experience

fall from grace

what if I could only speak the truth

from zero to hero

rise to prominence from humble beginnings

what if I had a secret guardian

what if I could edit my lover

what if my thoughts became reality

what if my partner switched gender

what if I became telepathically linked with someone else

what if I were a man who got pregnant

what if an aspect of my personality was slightly different

what if the fate of the world was in my hands

what if I found out my lover was despicable

what if everyone turned into zombies

what if people around me started behaving strangely one by one

what if people around me started falling into comas one by one

how to crack a safe

what if I found myself in the body of an alien

what if everyone suddenly started to communicate differently

what if everyone vanished and I was all alone

what if people around me started falling mysteriously ill one by one

what if people connected to me started dying one by one

how to commit a crime and get away with it

what if I found myself in the body of a child

what if someone couldn't remember me anymore

what if everyone lost control of their inhibitions

what if people around me started disappearing one by one

what if the people around me changed

what if someone I knew returned from the dead

what if everybody and everything was frozen in time

what if I found myself in a body of the opposite sex

what if a loved one became possessed by another being

what if we all lost our memories

how to murder someone and get away with it

psychoactive drug experience

how to rob a bank and get away with it

psychedelic experience
what if I caught a glimpse of the future

what if I found myself in a different time

what if I found myself in the future

what if I found myself in the past

what if I lived backwards in time but kept my present memories

what if I saw a glimpse of the past
what if I could never go home

what if I could travel around inside a human body

what if I found myself in a low gravity environment

what if I found myself in a strange place

what if I had to spend eternity in limbo
what if I was trapped inside a game

what if I found myself in a zero gravity environment

what if I found myself with a superabundance of potential lovers and no competition

what if I was cast into a lawless dungeon and had to fight for survival

what if I were stranded at sea

what if I were stranded without food and water
what if I met a Viking

what if I met an extraordinary person

what if I found myself in a high gravity environment

what if I found myself in a void of nothingness

what if I found myself in an alternate reality

what if I were stranded in outer space

what if I were trapped in a nightmare

what if I met an historical figure

what if I was trapped in a story

what if I were stranded on a deserted island

what if I woke up in a strange place and didn't remember how I got there

what if I met my distance descendants

what if I met my double

what if I met myself from a different time

what if I met the perfect mate

what if I underwent a physical metamorphosis

what if I grew in size

what if I shrank in size

what if I turned into an animal

what if I were gradually turning into stone
what if I fell into the clutches of a homicidal maniac

what if I fell into the clutches of a person with malicious intent
what if I was held captive and made an exhibition object
what if I became accessory to a friend's crime

what if I became separated from my parents

what if I couldn't move because of a poisonous animal

what if I couldn't trust the veracity of my senses

what if I got accidentally locked in somewhere

what if I had to fight to the death

what if I had to keep on moving or I would die

what if I had to mate with a stranger

what if I killed someone by accident

what if I had to operate on myself

what if I was injured and far away from help

what if I were all alone in the world
what if I were trapped underground

what if I had to defuse a ticking time bomb
what if I had to have sex in order to save someone

what if I saw strange things no one else could see

what if I was at the mercy of a mad person

what if I got a limb stuck in rock in the middle of nowhere

what if I got into trouble in a foreign country

what if I had to endure eternal torment

what if I were in a tight spot

what if I was a specimen animal in a zoo
what if I became witness to a suspected crime

what if I were socially isolated for an extended period of time

what if a killer was after me

what if criminals were after me

what if I had to rely on a madman

what if I told the truth and nobody would believe me

what if I was somebody's pet

what if I was taken captive and exploited
what if I were the last of my family line

what if my enemy and my ally looked exactly alike and I had to choose between them

what if the world was continually rearranging itself around me
what if I had only one day to live
facing an extraordinary accusation

habitable planet in a multiple star system
El Dorado

speculative habitat

desert planet

military training moon

fantasy land

garbage planet

ocean planet

habitable asteroid

off-world prison colony

habitable moon

what if I were being framed for a crime

what if I was accused of a crime that I didn't commit

ice planet

rotating space habitat

habitable planet in a binary star system
isolated prehistoric land
twin earth

habitable planet in a trinary star system

autonomous weapons system killing everyone

magical land in the sky

water planet to the core

people forced to be average dystopia

conformist dystopia

arcology

speculative city

city planet

domed city

floating city

underground city

underwater city

ads everywhere dystopia
overpopulated dystopia

dystopia

bureaucratic dystopia

communist dystopia

overregulated dystopia

consumerist dystopia

people constantly rated dystopia

drugged up dystopia

lawless anarchy dystopia

post-apocalyptic dystopia

totalitarian dystopia
free love utopia

utopia based on a view of human nature

speculative social institution

community of abandoned children

institutionalized human blood sports society

society in which victims sentence their own assailants

society with a maximum age limit

thoughtcrime society
utopia

fabled land of goodness

free market utopia

kill all humans utopia

start-over utopia

utopia on the back of android labor
council of wise-men utopia

ruling elite utopia

interplanetary war
society living in space

interstellar war
space tourism

multi-species civilization
subterranean civilization

robotic civilization
telepathic society

single-gender society

society consisting of only children

what if a child had power over adults

colonization of Alpha Centauri

space colonization

colonization of Earth

colonization of Pluto

colonization of Jupiter

colonization of Mars

colonization of Venus

colonization of Mercury

colonization of the Moon

rise of the machines

colonization of Neptune

colonization of the Sun

out of control scientific experiment

technological risk to civilization

speculative future event

World War III

peace on Earth

what if every woman suddenly got pregnant at the same time

close encounter with a stray artificial object

supernatural existential risk to civilization

alternate history

what if Britain had won the American Revolutionary War

biased sex-ratio society

what if the Nazis had won

speculative reality

nested universe

atmospheric dissipation

non-Euclidean space

the universe is a simulation

parallel universe

atrophied civilization

white hole

force of nature existential risk to civilization

multiverse

the universe is a dream

food crop pandemic
natural pandemic

catastrophic encounter with another universe

fungus proliferating over the entire world
planet being flung out of its orbit

volcanic cataclysm

two-dimensional space

ice age

catastrophic flood
mass infertility

mass radiation poisoning

planet scorching atmospheric conflagration

the technological singularity
cloning-related replicative fading

worldwide drought

alien brought pandemic

attack from Inner Earth

being wiped out by more powerful aliens

global warming

overpopulated world
depletion of a vital natural resource

ecological destruction

monster apocalypse

worldwide locust plague
asteroid impact

close encounter with a passing astronomical object

dying sun
invasive life form from outer space

annihilation by a device that stops fusion in a star

annihilation by WMDs

expanding sun

planet scorching solar flare

moon slowly spiraling into a planet
sun going supernova

subversive life form from outer space

the dangers of sending information out into space

speculative evolution
the future of human evolution
devolution

discrete time
time loop

human thought virus

life force transfer

panspermia

retarded aging process

time slow down process

human-made pandemic

spontaneous planetary break up

catastrophic solar event

reversed time
threat from extraterrestrial life

speculative natural process

transhumanism utopia

noble savage utopia

displacement by a rising new species

approaching astronomical object event

opposite world

post-scarcity economy utopia

war of mutual annihilation
institutional risk to civilization

edge of the universe

hive mind utopia

AI takeover

what if the Roman Empire never fell

female-only society

speculative natural object

mind controlled society

planet being knocked off its axis by nuclear blast

society regulating central computer crash

biotechnological risk to civilization

existential risk to civilization

four-dimensional space

slaves to technology

utopia on the back of human clone labor

master race controlled society

neo-Luddist utopia

planet being cracked apart by nuclear blast

self-replicating gray goo consuming the world

what if everyone suddenly turned stupid
anthropogenic existential risk to civilization

cyclical time universe

genetic engineering utopia

technology-free utopia

xenophobic isolationist society

telepathic utopia

machine controlled society

technologically enabled utopia

speculative society

kumbayah utopia

utopia on the back of slave labor

utopia based on exploitation of a group

reverse aging

accidental alien destruction of planetary ecosystem

accidental alien destruction of planetary civilization

super accelerated Darwinian evolution
time speed up

attack from outer space

attack from outer space by a genocidal enemy

attack from outer space by a giant spaceborne being

attack from outer space by a powerful conquering enemy

attack from outer space by a world eating machine

annihilation by a planet busting device
nuclear holocaust

orchestrated asteroid bombardment

